Freshman Suspect

While Angela Beth tries to implicate KC in Brooks's death, Faith fears the ghost haunting Coleridge Hall and Winnie
finds love in the arms of Sam Goodman.Freshman Suspect has 7 ratings and 0 reviews. Book 32 in the bestselling
Freshman Dorm series finds KC being investigated for Brook's death. Meanwhile, A.Book 32 in the bestselling
Freshman Dorm series finds KC being investigated for Brook's death. Meanwhile, Angela Beth stalks KC in order to
drive her mad.Freshman Peter Matuza was in art class this morning when he heard two explosions and ducked under a
table.Binghamton University police released these surveillance images of the suspect in the fatal stabbing Sunday of a
freshman engineering.Binghamton University freshman fatally stabbed on campus The suspect fled to Nicaragua, where
he was captured. Prosecutors are seeking.Binghamton University police released images of a suspect in the in the killing
of year-old Joao Souza, a freshman, authorities said.After a daylong search by multiple police agencies, a Binghamton
University student was taken into custody as a suspect in the stabbing death.BINGHAMTON, N.Y. (AP) - After a
daylong search by multiple police agencies, a Binghamton University student was taken into custody as
a.BINGHAMTON, N.Y. (AP) The Latest on a freshman from Binghamton University found fatally stabbed (all times
local).BINGHAMTON, N.Y. The suspect in year-old Binghamton Souza, a freshman engineering student at BU, was
stabbed Sunday night at.A Germantown High School student will remain in police custody overnight following his
arrest Tuesday in connection to an alleged rape incident that unfolded.Joao Souza, a freshman at BU, was stabbed at
Windham Hall on BU's . The suspect in a deadly stabbing at Binghamton University on.Freshman Suspect (Freshman
Dorm, book 32) by Linda A Cooney - book cover, description, publication history.Driver who killed NCCU freshman
skips out on sentencing hearing by a drunk driver will have to wait to hear the sentencing of the suspect.A judge ruled
that the suspect's trial may not last longer than two weeks. Meechaiel Criner is accused of killing an year-old University
of.BINGHAMTON, N.Y. (AP) The Latest on a Binghamton University freshman found fatally stabbed (all times local):
p.m. A student.BINGHAMTON, N.Y. (AP) - A year-old freshman was fatally stabbed on New York's Binghamton
University campus and his assailant.
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